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Wichtige Sicherheitshinweise DE

Bestimmungsgemäße Verwendung

■ Das Gerät ist für die Aufzeichnung der drahtlosen Kommunikation zwischen zwei 
NFC‐Geräten oder ‐Karten vorgesehen. 

■ Das in diesem Dokument beschriebene Gerät ist ausschließlich für den vorgeseh‐
enen Zweck bestimmt und zu verwenden. Eine andere oder darüber hinausgehende 
Benutzung gilt als nicht bestimmungsgemäß. Für hieraus resultierende Schäden 
haftet COMPRION nicht. Bei nicht bestimmungsgemäßem Betrieb erlischt die 
Gewährleistung. Das Risiko trägt allein der Anwender.

■ Zur bestimmungsgemäßen Verwendung gehört auch das Beachten der Bedienung‐
sanleitung.

■ Sollten Störungen auftreten, die die Sicherheit beeinträchtigen können, setzen Sie 
sich umgehend mit COMPRION in Verbindung.

■ Es dürfen keine Änderungen, An‐ und Umbauten am Gerät ohne Genehmigung von 
COMPRION vorgenommen werden!

■ Die Ersatzteile müssen den vom Hersteller festgelegten technischen Anforderungen 
entsprechen! Bei Original‐Ersatzteilen ist dies immer gewährleistet.

Betrieb

► Beachten Sie das Ein‐ und Ausschalten sowie den Anschlussvorgang gemäß der 
Bedienungsanleitung!

► Das Gerät darf niemals geöffnet werden! Einen optimalen Betrieb des Gerätes erre‐
ichen Sie nur mit geschlossener Gehäuseabdeckung. Das Gerät nie ohne Gehäuse 
betreiben!

► Nur geschultes und unterwiesenes Personal einsetzen. (COMPRION bietet Schulun‐
gen zur Gerätebedienung an.)

► Unterlassen Sie jegliche sicherheitsbedenkliche Arbeitsweise!

Bitte lesen Sie die folgenden Sicherheitshinweise sehr genau! Sie vermeiden 
dadurch sowohl Personen‐ als auch Sachschäden.

Bei Verschicken des Gerätes oder bei Mitnahme im Flugzeug, unbedingt den 
Akku vorher entfernen, um unbeabsichtigte WLAN‐Aktivierung zu vermeiden!
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Wartungshinweise

► Bringen Sie niemals Fremdgegenstände in das Gerät ein!

► Zur Reinigung des Gerätes verwenden Sie ausschließlich einen Pinsel oder ein 
weiches, trockenes Tuch.
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Important Safety Instructions EN

Correct Use

■ The device is intended for recording wireless communication between two NFC 
devices or cards. 

■ The device described in this document is intended exclusively for the stipulated pur‐
pose and should be used accordingly. Any other or additional use is not in accor‐
dance with the intended use. COMPRION is not liable for any damage or injury 
resulting from such use. Incorrect operation will result in termination of the war‐
ranty. The risk is borne solely by the user.

■ Observance of the user manual is regarded as part and parcel of proper use.

■ Should faults arise, which may prove detrimental to safety, please contact 
COMPRION immediately.

■ Do not attempt to change, add to, or reconstruct the device without COMPRION's 
permission.

■ Replacement parts must meet the technical requirements specified by the manufac‐
turer! You can always be sure that this is the case if you use original replacement 
parts.

Operation

► Please take care to ensure that the device is switched on and off and connected in 
accordance with the user manual.

► Never open the device. The device can only operate perfectly if the housing cover is 
closed. Never operate the device without its housing.

► Only employ properly trained personnel. (COMPRION offers training courses on 
operating the devices.)

► Never do anything in the course of your work that could prove detrimental to safety.

► Disconnect the device immediately from the electrical power supply if there is a fault 
in the power supply.

Read the following safety instructions carefully. They will help you to avoid 
physical injury and damage to property.

When shipping the device or when traveling by aircraft, make sure to remove 
the battery in order to prevent accidental Wi‐Fi activation!
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Maintenance Instructions

► Never insert any foreign objects into the device.

► Only clean the device with a brush or a dry, soft cloth.
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Introduction 1

These operating instructions summarize basic information concerning safety and opera‐
tion of the  TraceCase,  TraceCase Fit, and  TraceCace Fit 2 test tools.

Operating instructions are part of the user documentation together with the software 
user manuals and application notes. Please refer to the relevant COMPRION documents 
available on our support page (support.comprion.com).

1.1 Intended Usage

TraceCase, TraceCase Fit, and TraceCace Fit 2 are the small and handy test tools for dis‐
creetly tracing contactless transactions under real‐life conditions. The mobile trace tools 
come with powerful analyzing software that supports debugging in the best possible 
way.

Observance of the operating instructions is regarded as part and parcel of proper use.

In case of disturbances that might endanger safety, do not hesitate to contact 
COMPRION immediately.

1.2 Foreseeable Misuse

Accessories must be exclusively purchased from COMPRION. If you install other acces‐
sories, guarantee will become invalid. COMPRION accessories have load limits that are 
suited to the way the component is used (as stated in the relevant documentation). Make 
sure to observe these load limits before you place something on the accessories.

Replacement parts must meet the technical requirements specified by 
COMPRION! Make sure only to use original replacement parts.

In case of unintended usage, guarantee becomes invalid. The risk is born solely 
by the user.

https://support.comprion.com
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1.3 Target Audience

This user manual is intended for technical consultants & application engineers for field 
trials & pilot projects, for example, in the area of: 

■ Access control

■ Public transport

■ Mobile payment

1.4 References

Short title Title, author, type of publication, date

[Analog Scope] Analog Scope, COMPRION, User Manual

[TraceCase App] TraceCase App, COMPRION, User Manual

[TraceCase CK] TraceCase Construction Kit, COMPRION, User Manual

[TraceCase Toolbox] TraceCase Toolbox, COMPRION, User Manual

[TraceCase Viewer] TraceCase Viewer, COMPRION, User Manual

[ISO/IEC 14443‐4] ISO/IEC 14443‐4, Cards and security devices for personal 
identification — Contactless proximity objects — Part 4: 
Transmission protocol, 4th edition 2018‐07

[ISO/IEC 7816‐4] ISO/IEC 7816‐4, Identification cards — Integrated circuit 
cards — Part 4: Organization, security and commands for 
interchange, 3rd edition, 2013‐04‐15

[EMV 4.3 Book 3] EMV Integrated Circuit Card, Specifications for Payment 
Systems, Book 3, Application Specification, Version 4.3, 
November 2011
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1.5 Notation

The formal structure of the present manual is the same in all chapters. The following con‐
ventions are used for representation.

1.6 Contacting COMPRION

In case of problems which cannot be resolved with the help of this manual, or if you 
require additional information, please contact the following address:

COMPRION GmbH

Lise‐Meitner‐Str. 3
33104 Paderborn
Germany

Email: support@comprion.com

Visit our website: www.comprion.com

► The blue arrow prompts you to do something.

Menu > Option Menu items and menu options are shown in italics and bold.

BUTTON Buttons are represented in small caps.

Window Names of dialog windows are shown in bold.

'Name' Window elements (text fields, option fields, check boxes, etc.) 
are shown in apostrophes.

[F1] Key names are shown inside brackets.

Path\to\file Paths and file names are shown in Courier font.

 References Cross‐references to other chapters or paragraphs are indicated 
by an arrow and blue font.

Denotes important and useful information concerning handling, teaching, 
operation and maintenance.

Failure to comply with indicated matters may lead to physical injury and/or 
mechanical damage.

mailto:support@comprion.com
http://www.comprion.com
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Product Description 2

 TraceCase,  TraceCase Fit, and  TraceCace Fit 2 have been designed for use in 
the field. Thus, size and weight are important design aspects which make them easy to 
carry and inconspicuous to use.

2.1 TraceCase

TraceCase is the small and handy contactless spy tool for NFC, which discreetly sniffs 
into transactions under real‐life conditions.

Figure 2-1 Front view of TraceCase
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Figure 2-2 Lateral view of TraceCase
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2.1.1 Scope of Delivery

Figure 2-3 TraceCase scope of delivery

TraceCase comprises the following components:

■ The device itself with rechargeable battery and micro‐USB cable

■ Monitoring antennas:  Antenna-M-Type 04 and  Antenna-M-Type 05 are 
included in the TraceCase scope of delivery.  Antenna-M-Type 06 and 
 Antenna-M-Type 07 are sold separately

■  [TraceCase App] on your smartphone (not included in the delivery package)

■  [TraceCase Viewer] software on a host computer (not included in figure)

■  [TraceCase Toolbox] software for remote tracing on a host computer (not 
included in figure)

2.1.2 Technical Data

Dimensions & Weight

■ Approx. 94 x 58 x 14 mm

■ Weight: 75 g
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Power Supply & Battery Life

■ Rechargeable battery: 3.7 V, 1,100 mAh

■ Up to 6 hours of battery life

Interfaces

■ 1 MCX antenna connector ( Figure ‘Lateral view of TraceCase’)

■ 1 micro‐USB (for recharge,  Figure ‘Front view of TraceCase’)

■ Wi‐Fi (for communication with smartphone) IEEE 802.11 b/g/n; 2.4 GHz

Sampling Times

 Sampling Times

2.1.3 Antennas

TraceCase can be operated with the following monitoring antennas that are especially 
suited for use with TraceCase:

 Antenna-M-Type 04

 Antenna-M-Type 05

 Antenna-M-Type 06

 Antenna-M-Type 07

Antenna-M-Type 04

Antenna‐M‐Type 04 has an antenna geometry of 24.5 x 24.5 mm and 1 turn. It is well‐
suited for tracing cards. It has the following properties:

■ Passive antenna

■ 1 turn

■ 115 mm x 55 mm

■ Antenna area:  576 mm2

■ Cable length: approx. 85 cm

The best results are achieved by matching the form factors of the antenna and 
the device under test.
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Figure 2-4 Antenna-M-Type 04

Figure 2-5 Inside Antenna-M-Type 04

Antenna-M-Type 05

Antenna‐M‐Type 05 has an antenna geometry of 10 x 24 mm and 4 turns. It is appropri‐
ate for testing smartphones. It has the following properties:

■ Passive antenna

■ 4 turns

■  24 mm x 10 mm

■ Antenna area:  240 mm2

■ Cable length: approx. 85 cm
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Figure 2-6 Antenna-M-Type 05

Figure 2-7 Inside Antenna-M-Type 05

Antenna-M-Type 06

Antenna‐M‐Type 06 is applied to a flexible foil which makes it ideally suited for analog 
recording in situations where the thickness that means the distance to the DUT must be 
minimized.

Moreover, the antenna can be easily fixated on a card or terminal by adhesive tape or 
even integrated into a terminal or smartphone. Antenna‐M‐Type 06 has the following 
properties:

■ Passive antenna

■ 4 turns

■  24 mm x 10 mm

■ Antenna area:  240 mm2

■ Cable length: approx. 85 cm

Antenna‐M‐Type 06 is sold separately. 
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Figure 2-8 Antenna-M-Type 06

Figure 2-9 Inside Antenna-M-Type 06

Antenna-M-Type 07

The antenna can be attached to the bottom of an Apple Watch 5 (male version, 44mm) 
with adhesive tape. For inconspicuous field use, the TraceCase device an be carried in a 
jacket pocket and is connected to the antenna via a 150 cm long cable.

Antenna‐M‐Type 07 has the following properties:

■ Passive antenna

■ 4 turns

■  36.8 mm x 32 mm

■ Antenna area:  660 mm2

■ Cable length: approx. 150 cm

Antenna‐M‐Type 07 is sold separately. 
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Figure 2-10 Antenna-M-Type 07

Figure 2-11 Inside Antenna-M-Type 07
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2.2 TraceCase Fit

On request, TraceCase is also available as TraceCase Fit, a customized test solution 
hidden in a smartphone case.

TraceCase Fit is available for iPhone 8/Pro, iPhone X, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro Max, and 
Samsung S8. For all other form factors and if you have questions concerning this product, 
contact us ( Contacting COMPRION).

Figure 2-12 TraceCase Fit (shown with smartphone)

2.2.1 Scope of Delivery

Figure 2-13 TraceCase Fit scope of delivery
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TraceCase Fit comprises the following components:

■ The device itself with rechargeable battery and micro‐USB cable

■  [TraceCase App] on your smartphone (not included in the delivery package)

■  [TraceCase Viewer] software on a host computer (not included in figure)

■  [TraceCase Toolbox] software for remote tracing on a host computer (not 
included in figure)

2.2.2 Technical Data

Dimensions & Weight

■ Dimensions depending on smartphone type

■ Weight: ~130 g, depending on smartphone type

Power Supply & Battery Life

■ Rechargeable battery: 3.7 V, 1,100 mAh

■ Up to 6 hours of battery life

Interfaces

■ 1 micro‐USB (for recharge)

■ Wi‐Fi (for communication with smartphone) IEEE 802.11 b/g/n; 2.4 GHz

Sampling Times

 Sampling Times
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2.3 TraceCace Fit 2

On request, TraceCase is also available as TraceCace Fit 2, a customized test solution 
hidden in a very compact smartphone case. You can still use the volume, mute, and 
power buttons of the smartpone as well as the camera. Additionally, the case has fitting 
holes so that you can use the original loudspeakers.

TraceCace Fit 2 is available for iPhone 11. For other models of the iPhone product range 
and if you have questions concerning this product, contact us ( Contacting 
COMPRION).

Figure 2-14 TraceCace Fit 2 (without smartphone)

Figure 2-15 TraceCace Fit 2 with inserted smartphone
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Figure 2-16 TraceCace Fit 2 with smartphone (back)

2.3.1 Scope of Delivery

Figure 2-17 TraceCace Fit 2 scope of delivery

TraceCace Fit 2 comprises the following components:

■ The device itself and micro‐USB cable

■  [TraceCase App] on your smartphone (not included in the delivery package)

■  [TraceCase Viewer] software on a host computer (not included in figure)

■  [TraceCase Toolbox] software for remote tracing on a host computer (not 
included in figure)
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2.3.2 Technical Data

Dimensions & Weight

■ Dimensions depending on smartphone type

■ Weight: <95 g, depending on smartphone type

Power Supply & Battery Life

■ Rechargeable battery (not removable): 3.7 V, 1,000 mAh

■ Up to 5.75 hours of battery life

Interfaces

■ 1 micro‐USB (for recharge)

■ Wi‐Fi (for communication with smartphone) IEEE 802.11 b/g/n; 2.4 GHz

Sampling Times

 Sampling Times
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2.4 Sampling Times

■ ADC sample rate: 54.24 MHz

■ ADC time base accuracy:

■ Frequency tolerance: ±1.00 ppm

■ Frequency stability: ±0.50 ppm

■ Aging: ±1 ppm max over 1 yr @ 25°C

Analog Scope Recording

■ Up to 8192 k samples

■ Envelope sample rate: 13.56 MHz (1/fc) to 424 kHz (32/fc)

■ Recording length: 0.6–20 s (depending on envelope sample rate)

Digital Recording

■ 2 Mbit communication data

Sampling Amplitude

■ 14 bit ADC + 45 dB dynamic range

■ Analog Scope: 21 bit resolution

■ Monitoring Antenna Type 04 scaling: 0.0000244 (A/m) / bit (up to 39 A/m)

■ Monitoring Antenna Type 05 scaling: 0.0000144 (A/m) / bit (up to 23 A/m)

■ Monitoring Antenna Type 06 scaling: 0.0000144 (A/m) / bit (up to 23 A/m)
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Operation 3

This chapter describes the operation of the different TraceCase devices:

 TraceCase

 TraceCase Fit

 TraceCace Fit 2

3.1 Device Status LED

The device status is indicated by  LED Signals. You find the LED:

■ Above the button at the front of TraceCase ( Figure ‘Front view of TraceCase’).

■ Next to the button at the left or right side of TraceCase Fit, depending on the smart‐
phone type.

■ On the back of TraceCace Fit 2 ( Figure ‘TraceCace Fit 2 with smartphone (back)’).

Charge the battery at least for six hours before first use.

When using TraceCase, keep in mind that possible sources of interference 
may affect the result of a trace. Sources of interference can be, for example, 
other WLANs or an active Bluetooth connection.
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3.2 TraceCase

3.2.1 Inserting and Charging the Battery

► Insert the battery as indicated in the following photo:

Figure 3-18 Battery insertion (bottom view of TraceCase with label)

► Close the battery compartment with the cover ( Figure ‘Front view of TraceCase’).

► Use the micro‐USB cable to charge the battery at least for six hours before first use.

Make sure to insert the battery as indicated in the photo! Otherwise, you can 
cause damage to the contacts or even the battery itself!
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3.2.2 Switching on/off

► To switch TraceCase on, push the button ( Figure ‘Front view of TraceCase’).

► To switch TraceCase off, push the button for more than 5 s. Then, the LED starts to 
flash very quickly and TraceCase shuts down.

3.2.3 Tracing

► When TraceCase is switched off, push the button ( Figure ‘Front view of 
TraceCase’) to switch it on.

When on, TraceCase can be reached via Wi‐Fi.

► Plug the antenna cable into the TraceCase socket indicated in  Figure ‘Lateral 
view of TraceCase’.

► Place the antenna onto the device under test.

► Push the button shortly (approx. 3–5 s) to start tracing.

► Push the button shortly again (also 3–5 s) to stop tracing. 

After stopping, you can immediately start another session.

► To save battery power, push the button for more than 5 s to switch off TraceCase.

► Push the button for more than 30 s to reset the Wi‐Fi parameters to default. Now, 
you can reconnect with this network using the default IP address ‘192.168.200.1’ 
and reconfigure Wi‐Fi settings.

Although it is possible to operate TraceCase just with the hardware button, operation via 
TraceCase App is obviously much more convenient. TraceCase session parameters can 
only be configured via TraceCase App. The traced sessions are automatically transferred 
to your smartphone the next time the TraceCase app connects to TraceCase.

Do not charge the battery while tracing. The charger may cause electromag‐
netic interference that can lead to a distortion of the traced signals.

If you stop tracing in the TraceCase app, the device waits for 5 s so that the 
monitoring files in TraceCase cannot be overwritten by accidentally pushing 
the button.

For detailed information regarding the trace configuration and editing of ses‐
sion details, refer to  [TraceCase App].
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3.3 TraceCase Fit

3.3.1 Inserting and Charging the Battery

► Insert the battery as indicated in the following photo:

Figure 3-19 Battery insertion (view of TraceCase Fit without smartphone)

► Use the micro‐USB cable to charge the battery at least for six hours before first use.

3.3.2 Switching on/off

► To switch TraceCase Fit on, push the button.

► To switch TraceCase Fit off, push the button for more than 5 s. Then, the LED starts 
to flash very quickly and TraceCase Fit shuts down.

3.3.3 Tracing

► Insert the smartphone into TraceCase Fit.

► Switch on TraceCase Fit by pushing the button.

Make sure to insert the battery as indicated in the photo! Otherwise, you can 
cause damage to the contacts or even the battery itself!

Do not charge the battery while tracing. The charger may cause electromag‐
netic interference that can lead to a distortion of the traced signals.

The button is located at the left or right side of TraceCase Fit depending on 
the type of the smartphone.
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► Go to the Wi‐Fi settings of your smartphone and connect to the Wi‐Fi network of 
TraceCase Fit.

► Start the TraceCase App on your smartphone.

► If the TraceCase Fit status is ‘Ready’, then tap the START TRACING button on your 
smartphone and place the antenna on the NFC device.

► Tap STOP (TRACING) on your smartphone to end the monitoring session. The data 
is transferred from the TraceCase Fit hardware to the smartphone.

► To save battery power, push the TraceCase Fit button for more than 5 s to switch it 
off.

► On the smartphone, enter the session details into the screen that is automatically 
displayed afterwards.

► On TraceCase Home, tap SAVED SESSIONS and select the desired session.

► Share the session data.

The antenna of TraceCase Fit is located at the same position as the antenna 
of the used smartphone.

For detailed information regarding the trace configuration and editing of ses‐
sion details, refer to  [TraceCase App].
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3.4 TraceCace Fit 2

3.4.1 Inserting/Removing the Smartphone

► Insert/remove the smartphone as indicated in the following photo:

Figure 3-20 Smartphone insertion/removal

3.4.2 Charging the Battery

► Use the micro‐USB cable to charge the battery at least for six hours before first use.

Pay attention to the angle when inserting/removing the smartphone! If you 
use an angle wider than ~15°, you can cause damage to the connector!

Do not charge the battery while tracing. The charger may cause electromag‐
netic interference that can lead to a distortion of the traced signals.

The battery of the smartphone is not charged via the micro‐USB connector of 
TraceCace Fit 2! Remove the smartphone from TraceCace Fit 2 before 
charging the battery of the smartphone.
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3.4.3 Switching on/off

► To switch TraceCace Fit 2 on, push the button ( Figure ‘TraceCace Fit 2 with 
smartphone (back)’).

► To switch TraceCace Fit 2 off, push the button for more than 5 s. Then, the LED 
starts to flash very quickly and TraceCase Fit shuts down.

3.4.4 Tracing

► Insert the smartphone into TraceCace Fit 2 ( Inserting/Removing the 
Smartphone).

► Switch on TraceCace Fit 2 by pushing the button.

► Go to the Wi‐Fi settings of your smartphone and connect to the Wi‐Fi network of 
TraceCase Fit.

► Start the TraceCase App on your smartphone.

► If the TraceCace Fit 2 status is ‘Ready’, then tap the START TRACING button on 
your smartphone and place the antenna on the NFC device.

► Tap STOP (TRACING) on your smartphone to end the monitoring session. The data 
is transferred from the TraceCase Fit hardware to the smartphone.

► To save battery power, push the TraceCace Fit 2 button for more than 5 s to switch 
it off.

► On the smartphone, enter the session details into the screen that is automatically 
displayed afterwards.

► On TraceCase Home, tap SAVED SESSIONS and select the desired session.

► Share the session data.

The antenna of TraceCace Fit 2 is located at the same position as the antenna 
of the used smartphone.

For detailed information regarding the trace configuration and editing of ses‐
sion details, refer to  [TraceCase App].
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3.5 LED Signals

An LED indicates the device status.

Status Meaning

Off TraceCase is switched off.

Yellow flash Slow flash (1 s on, 1 s 
off)

TraceCase is switched on, no tracing.

Short periodic pulse: 
0.05 s on, 2 s off

Active trace (spy mode). 

Error code (number of 
quick flashes)

≥ 5 s on, 1 s off, followed by a number 
of quick flashes. The number of flashes 
indicates the error code. 

Remember to communicate this 
error code to 
support@comprion.com in case 
of problems!

Push the button long (more than 5 s) 
and the LED starts to flash very quickly. 
This means that the device is ready to 
switch off. You can release the button. 

If the LED lights constantly after more 
than 30 s, this means that the Wi‐Fi set‐
tings are reset. You can release the but‐
ton. The device switches off. 

During longer processes (for example, 
firmware or FPGA upload), the LED 
lights constantly so that you can see 
when the process is finished.

Green Battery is being recharged. 
This LED is directly connected to the charge controller. If the USB 
port supplies more power than needed by the device and if the 
USB voltage is stable, then the LED lights constantly until charging 
is finished. However, in some cases, the following phenomena can 
occur:

Green flash Regular flash, approx. 
1 Hz

This can occur when using lossy USB 
cables. 

Irregular flash (flicker), 
more than 1 Hz

This can occur when the charging volt‐
age varies a lot, for example, during the 
transition from charging with maximum 
power to charging with minimum power 
to charging end voltage. Consequently, 
this often occurs when charging at the 
PC, not when using dedicated chargers.

mailto:support@comprion.com
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3.6 TraceCase Web Interface

TraceCase provides the TraceCase Web Interface for using the device without Trace‐
Case App installed on a smart phone. This can be especially useful for in‐house setups 
when you can work with the Web GUI on a PC.

3.6.1 Opening the Web Interface

► Switch on your TraceCase device.

► Open a Web browser on the device that is connected to your TraceCase device via 
WLAN.

► Open the TraceCase Web Interface in the browser by entering the following URL: 
http://<IP address of the TraceCase device>

■ In access point mode ( [TraceCase App]), the default IP address of the Trace‐
Case device is 192.168.200.1. If the IP address was previously changed, you 
must use this changed address instead.

■ In client mode, the TraceCase device obtains its IP address from the DHCP 
server and can be reached via this IP address. If necessary, you must request the 
IP address from the network administrator. The network administrator can also 
assign a static IP address to the TraceCase device via its MAC (media control 
access) address.
If the WLAN to which the TraceCase device logs on supports Link‐Local Multi‐
cast Name Resolution (LLMNR) or multicast DNS (mDNS), the TraceCase device 
can also be reached by its name. Then, you must enter the URL http://tracecase-
<serial number>. You find the serial number on the nameplate of the device 
( Product Indication, ‘s/n:’). You must enter the serial number without spaces. 
For example, for ‘12345 67890’ enter http://tracecase-1234567890.

Most features of the TraceCase Web Interface correspond to the features of 
TraceCase App. For information about these features and the parameters, see 
the descriptions in  [TraceCase App].

For using TraceCase Web Interface, you need a device (smartphone, tablet, or 
PC) with a JavaScript‐enabled Web browser.
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If all devices are connected correctly, the Recorder page of the TraceCase Web Interface 
opens:

Figure 3-21 Recorder page
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You find the settings for the WLAN connection, including the MAC address, on the 
WLAN page:

Figure 3-22 WLAN page

If the TraceCase device is no longer accessible due to incorrect settings, you 
can reset it to access point mode (IP 192.168.200.1) by pressing the button at 
the device for at least 30 seconds.
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3.6.2 Help Texts

When you open a section on a page, for example, ‘Analog Settings’, help texts providing 
additional information are displayed:

Figure 3-23 Help texts – example

► To hide the help texts, click .

Figure 3-24 Hidden help texts – example

► To display the help texts, click  again.
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3.6.3 Status Bar

The following icons may appear on the status bar: 

Figure 3-25 Status bar

Icon Meaning

A file is uploaded to the TraceCase device.

A file is downloaded from the TraceCase device.

The TraceCase Web Interface is not connected to 
the TraceCase device.

Indicates the battery level of the TraceCase device.
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Product Indication 4

4.1 TraceCase



4.2 TraceCase Fit
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4.2 TraceCase Fit

4.3 TraceCace Fit 2
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EC Declaration of Conformity 5
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FCC Compliance Statement 6

Federal Communications Commission Radio Frequency Interference Statement

NOTE

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital 
device, pursuant to part PCC 47 CFR part 15 subpart C of the FCC Rules. These limits 
are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the 
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, 
and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with 
the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Oper‐
ation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in 
which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.

CAUTION

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compli‐
ance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment. Shielded interface cable 
must be used in order to comply with the emission limits.

If the signal generator is used exclusively in a shielded‐room environment to radiate test 
signals for evaluation of other devices, it also can be considered exempt from the autho‐
rization requirement of certification. A device used exclusively in a shielded‐room envi‐
ronment to radiate test signals is not classified a transmitter by the commission.
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Rücknahme des Geräts am Ende der Lebensdauer DE

Das vorliegende COMPRION Produkt fällt unter die Regelungen der europäischen Richt‐
linie 2002/96/EG und der entsprechenden Umsetzungen in das Recht der EU‐Mit‐
gliedsstaaten (in Deutschland ElektroG). Damit haben Sie die Möglichkeit, das Gerät am 
Ende seiner Lebensdauer zur sachgerechten Entsorgung und Verwertung zurückzuge‐
ben.

Daraus ergeben sich Regelungen für den Entsorgungsfall am Ende der Geräte‐Lebens‐
dauer wie folgt: 

■ Das Gerät darf nicht in den unsortierten Gewerbeabfall gelangen.

■ Das Gerät ist im Sinne der WEEE ein ‘rein gewerblich genutztes Gerät‘ und darf nicht 
(wie Consumergeräte, zum Beispiel Waschmaschinen, Videorecorder oder Standard‐
PCs) bei den kommunalen Sammelstellen abgegeben werden.

■ Wenden Sie sich im Entsorgungsfall bitte an COMPRION direkt (oder Ihren lokalen 
Vertriebspartner), um den dann aktuellen Rücknahmemodus zu erfragen.

Das WEEE‐Symbol der durchgestrichen Mülltonne auf Ihrem Gerät 
weist darauf hin, dass es sich um ein WEEE‐relevantes Gerät handelt, 
das entsprechend getrennt entsorgt werden muss. Dieses Symbol ist 
in einigen EU‐Staaten wie Deutschland für rein gewerblich genutzte 
Geräte nicht unbedingt erforderlich, wird von COMPRION aber 
europaweit einheitlich verwendet. Das Symbol bedeutet nicht die 
Rückgabe bei kommunalen Sammelstellen! Wurde das Produkt nach 
dem 13. August 2005 in Verkehr gebracht, so wird dies durch einen 

schwarzen Balken unterhalb des WEEE‐Symbols kenntlich gemacht.

Sollten Sie mit COMPRION oder einem lokalen Vertriebspartner eine individuelle Lösung 
vereinbart haben, nach der die sachgerechte Entsorgung durch Sie direkt abgewickelt 
wird, achten Sie bitte darauf, dass das Gerät sachgerecht nach den WEEE‐Regularien 
verwertet wird und informieren Sie COMPRION bzw. Ihren Vertriebspartner über die 
erfolgte Entsorgung und die angefallenen Verwertungsquoten, damit diese den zustän‐
digen staatlichen Stellen übermittelt werden können.

WEEE‐Reg.‐Nr. DE34522216
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Take-Back and Treatment in the End-of-Life Case EN

This section is relevant only for customers in EC member states.

The present COMPRION product falls under the scope of the European directive 2002/
96/EC (WEEE) and therefore under the domestic law in your country, derived from that 
directive. This gives you the option to return the equipment to the producer for environ‐
mentally sound treatment, recycling and disposal. In this case ‘producer‘ means either 
COMPRION or your domestic importer, depending on from whom you bought the 
equipment.

Following are the main consequences and measures in the end‐of‐life case:

■ The equipment may not be disposed with unsorted production waste or domestic 
waste.

■ Due to the definitions in the WEEE the equipment is ‘pure B2B‘, i.e., it is designed 
and delivered for exclusive and professional use by commercial companies. Don‘t 
use the same take‐back or disposal procedures and systems (domestic take‐back 
points for instance – depending on the regulations in your country), which you 
would use, to dispose your consumer electronic equipment like standard PC, laundry 
machines, video‐play, mobile phone and so on.

■ Instead, please contact your local COMPRION importer or COMPRION directly, to 
get information on the take‐back‐procedure at the given time.

The WEEE symbol on the left is the official marking for equipment 
under the WEEE scope and points out that disposal has to be done 
separately due to the regulations for such equipment. In some EC 
member states ‘pure B2B equipment‘ is not necessarily marked with 
the waste bin symbol. To provide a homogeneous EC‐wide procedure, 
COMPRION however uses the marking in all EC member states. In 
case of marking is only necessary on consumer equipment in your 
country, would you please be aware of this. The symbol does not 

mean, that our products are kind of electronic consumer equipment. If the product was 
put on the market after August 13, 2005 this will be indicated by a black bar (not shown) 
below the WEEE symbol.

If you have a separate agreement with COMPRION or your domestic importer on the 
end‐of‐life disposal in a way that you will care for disposal by your own, would you 
please ensure an environmentally sound disposal according to the legal regulations for 
electric and electronic waste equipment in your country.
WEEE Reg. No. DE34522216
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COMPRION GmbH

Lise‐Meitner‐Straße 3
33104 Paderborn
Germany

Phone: +49 5251 6859 0
Fax: +49 5251 6859 999

Email: info@comprion.com
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